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The term Man Overboard (MOB) has 
been caught in the tide of political 

correctness, and terminology like Crew 
Overboard (COB) and Person in the 
Water (PIW), the U.S. Coast Guard’s 
latest designator, have changed safety 
semantics. Regardless of the phraseol-
ogy, it remains a cry that every sailor 
hopes to never hear. 

Practical Sailor has looked at this im-
portant topic on several occasions over 
the past few years. There was a com-
prehensive two-part report on gear and 
tactics in November 2005 and January 
2006. In May 2006 and April 2007, we 
looked at throwable rescue devices. And 
in May 2008, Practical Sailor Techni-
cal Editor and marine safety expert 
Ralph Naranjo compared a variety of 
electronic man-overboard beacons and 
alarms. 

This update focuses on a key element 
to a safe recovery: seamanship. Our 
findings—some of which contradict 
or amend current thought on the sub-
ject—are based on analysis of a series 
of on-the-water drills on Chesapeake 
Bay. The drills were carried out earlier 
this year under the direction U.S. Naval 
Academy Sailing Master Dan Rugg and 
with the participation of the Philadel-
phia Sailing Club. Naranjo was invited 
to observe. 

By taking a close look at how the 
crews from the Philadelphia Sailing 
Club members (aboard a J/37, repre-
senting mainstream racer/cruisers) and 
midshipmen from the U.S. Naval Acad-
emy (aboard the McCurdy and Rhodes- 
designed Navy 44s, representing the 
more performance-oriented offshore 
sailors) react to overboard situations, PS 
hoped to develop some valuable insight 
into what works most effectively in any 
given condition and how to optimize a 
crew’s chances for success.

AnAtomy of A recovery
The wide range of variables 
that can come into play can-
not be overstated. It is clear that 
factors ranging from crew skill 
and size to the vessel’s behav-
ior under different sea states 
affect the challenges involved 
in a rescue and define the right 
maneuver to use. However, 
some common denominators 
stand out.

First and foremost, the suc-
cess of any man-overboard 
drill will depend on a clear 
chain of command. This may sound 
militaristic, but in a crisis, the most capa-
ble person needs to be making the calls. 
Naturally, the person at the helm at the 
time of the incident must be able to carry 
out the initial steps in the maneuver, at 
least until the skipper or watch captain 
decides whether to step in. Regardless of 
who is at the helm, command resides in 
one person, and it’s their job to clearly 
direct the rescue process. 

Providing a victim with flotation is 
part of the first phase of every overboard 
response, even if the victim is wearing a 
life jacket. The additional floating cush-
ions and other throwable rescue gear 
can also make the victim easier to spot. 
Marking the location with an MOB pole, 
light and drogue-equipped horseshoe, or 
a man overboard module-type device 
(MOM) is also an imperative part of the 
early response.

This is one point where Practical 
Sailor’s view diverges from some other 
accepted guidance. U.S. Sailing, the 
governing body of sailboat racing in the 
U.S., advises that such poles and spars 
be reserved for later deployment. In Ap-
pendix D of the ISAF Special Regula-
tions that govern offshore racing, U.S. 
Sailing prescribes: “The pole (strobe and 

dan buoy) is saved to put on top of the 
victim in case the initial maneuver is 
unsuccessful.” This blind assumption 
that the first maneuver will bring the 
crew closer to the victim is a leap of faith 
that’s unwarranted and dangerous, in 
our view. In numerous incidents, the 
initial sighting of the victim being left 
astern was the last sighting. 

mAn overboArd modules
Our two-part series in 2005-2006 delved 
into the pros and cons of the MOM 9 
(man-overboard module), a popular, 
self-contained, inflatable pole and flo-
tation device that can be deployed to a 
person in the water. One advantage is 
the ease with which it can be released. 
However, during independent testing in 
2005, a unit repacked by an approved 
vendor opened with its lines snarled 
around the vertical spar, causing it to 
kink in half. The ease and speed with 
which a MOM can be deployed out-
weighs the snarl issue, and it is a vi-
able option, especially for shorthanded 
crews. Deploying a MOM or similar 
pole/strobe/flotation combo should be 
a part of any overboard routine. Since 

What no sailor ever wants to see: The stern of his 
boat sailing away into fading light. 

Which crew-overboard response is  
the best for your boat and crew?
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Analyzing Tactics 
for MOB Retrieval

Continued on page 9
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Recovery maneuvers carried out 
under sail can be separated into 

two categories: those that utilize only 
tacking, and those that also incorporate 
a jibe. The Quick Stop maneuver is the 
most popular example of the latter. The 
upside of this maneuver is that it keeps 
the victim close at hand, while the down 
side is discovered in a heavy breeze 

when the initial tack and backwinding 
places high demands on the crew, as 
does the requisite jibe.

The Figure-8, Fast Return, and Deep 
Reach Return are all variations on the 
reach away-and-tack approach, and in-
tentionally start out by sailing away from 
the person in the water. Unless the crew 
is extremely disciplined, these maneu-

vers stretch well beyond the suggested 
two to five boat lengths their advocates 
proclaim.

All of these maneuvers involve a  
vocal alert, flotation deployment, posi-
tion marking, and crew assignment, but 
a quick look at how each differs with re-
gard to the vessel maneuvering is worth 
pointing out.

t i p s  &  t e c h n i q u e s

The Quick Stop maneuver requires a quick reaction from the crew 
that keeps the victim close at hand. When sailing on the wind, the 

maneuver entails a jibe, and heavy weather can make this a much more 
difficult alternative. When initiated during a beat, the first step is to tack 
leaving the headsail back winded, a process that stops the boat in its 
tracks. The next phase involves bearing off, getting rid of the headsail, 
and sailing deep enough prior to jibing to allow for a close-reach ap-
proach to the victim. Recommended by U.S. Sailing, it is best suited to 
fully crewed vessels not moving at extreme speeds. 
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2  The Figure 8, Fast Return,  
and Deep Beam Reach

1  The Quick Stop

Lifesling Rescue
A Lifesling helps a shorthanded crew make contact with a less 

precise maneuver. The approach varies with boat and crew skill 
but the concept is the same. Passing close by the victim and a making 
a sharp buttonhook (often under power) on the final approach is the 
most effective way to connect. Aim to get the boat—not the towed 
sling—to the person. If you overshoot, the sling can be pulled in, so 
the victim can grab it. 

The initial response in the Figure 8 is to reach off approxi-
mately five boat lengths, tack, drop or furl the jib, and return 

to the victim via a broad reach that rounds up into a close reach 
as the final approach is made. This simple sail away-and-tack-
to-return maneuver lessens the challenge of boathandling but 
introduces the risk of losing sight of the victim. 

A derivation of the Figure 8, the Fast Return, cuts the separa-
tion in half and by defining the tack point as two to three boat 
lengths from the victim and leaves sails up and flogging during 
the pick up. The Fast Return technique requires quicker response 
from the crew and leaving the sails up in heavy weather oceanic 
conditions can make it difficult to remain alongside the victim.

The Deep Beam Reach is initiated with a reach away from the 
victim, but this time, the point of sail is a deeper reach and after just two 
boat lengths of separation, the tack is made, and on the return close 
reach to the victim, the sheets are cast free and the sails left to flog. 
The plan is to pick the victim up on the leeward side with the boom 
and headsail flailing away.

Recovery Under Sail Requires Close Coordination
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it is expensive to rearm and repack the 
MOM 9, mock deployment can be sim-
ulated with a faux pull-handle taped to 
the top of the MOM.

the right stuff
Each crew member should be able to ex-
ecute a recovery maneuver. Naturally, it 
makes most sense to have the best helm-
sperson on tiller, the person with Chuck 
Yeager’s 20/10 vision acting as spotter, 
and the agile ex-lifeguard ready to help 
the victim, in or out of the water. But the 
situation seldom sets up so conveniently, 
so role-playing must remain fluid. For 
example, the person closest to the over-
board gear should launch it, the person 
nearest the GPS hits the MOB button 
and shouts that the position has been 
recorded. Scribbling a lat/lon position 
in the log or on the margin of a chart is 
also good practice. 

Perhaps the most important task of 
all in a man-overboard recovery is the 
job of continually spotting the person in 
the water. If there are enough hands on 
board, the designated “spotter” should 
concentrate only on this task. In this 
high-tech age, spotting can be assisted 
by night-vision equipment or image-sta-
bilized binoculars. An infrared-reading 
thermal imaging system can also help 
in locating a warm spot on a cooler sea 
surface, although these are extremely 
expensive. (FLIR, the company whose 
fixed thermal imaging camera we re-
viewed in June 2008 recently unveiled a 
portable unit for $3,000.) These aids can 
be used alone or in conjunction with one 
of the signal-beaming pendants like the 
Mobi-Lert (www.mobilarm.com) that PS 
reviewed in May 2008. New 406MHz 

personal locator beacons (PLBs) are also 
a promising technology. Ultimately, the 
best fix of a person in the water remains a 
visual one, and the crew that stays closer 
to the victim has a much better chance of 
completing a successful recovery.

recovery mAneuvers
At this point, all on board are up to speed 
on what’s happened and the helmsper-
son has begun the recovery maneuver. 
The crew has been assigned key roles, 
and each member knows what must be 
done. The ultimate goal of all under-sail 
recoveries is a well-aligned close reach 
that brings the boat back to the victim 
just as the boat speed drops to zero. Rac-
ers have an advantage: the more trained 
hands working together, the better the 
chances of success. Cruisers face a seri-
ous handicap: too many tasks and too 
few hands. Success of the shorthanded 
crew will rely greatly on the speed and 
coordination of the response, as well as 
close familiarity with the various rescue 
maneuvers. Another key component is 
the type of recovery gear onboard. Illus-
trations and capsule summaries of the 
most common rescue maneuvers appear 
on the facing page, but the following ob-
servations that emerged from the Chesa-
peake Bay exercises should also be taken 
into consideration. 

lifesling 
For the shorthanded sailer, the challenge 
lies in steering the vessel while keeping 
the victim in sight, and at the same time 
coping with the sails, recording the MOBs 
position, and other steps in the routine. In 
such cases, the Lifesling can be a valuable 
aid, helping to streamline the recovery 
process. Profiled in our 2005-2006 report, 

this horseshoe-shaped flotation device 
can be deployed early in the maneuver. 
Unlike the life ring, spar, or dan buoy de-
ployed immediately, it stays connected to 
the boat by a safety line. 

The Lifesling-assisted rescue allows 
for less-precise boathandling. It can be 
used in tack-only type maneuvers (Fig-
ure 8, Fast Return, Deep Beam Reach) 
or in those that incorporate a jibe (Quick 
Stop), with one important proviso: Al-
though the Lifesling2 instructions say 
“circle the victim until contact is made,” 
this is misleading. As any waterskier 
knows, a circular pattern is not an ef-
fective way to get the line into the hands 
of the skier. To bring the rescue line at-
tached to the Lifesling into the hands 
of the victim, a button-hook approach 
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t i p s  &  t e c h n i q u e s

skill guide Crew OverbOard strategies
proximity eAse full crew shorthAnded

QuiCk stOp Excellent Good Very Good Fair

Figure 8 Fair Excellent Very Good Good

Fast return Very Good Good Very Good Fair

deep reaCh/run Good Very Good Good Good

liFesling Very Good Good Good Excellent

under pOwer Very Good Very Good Very Good Excellent

Continued from page 7

Once the victim is securely connected to 
the Lifesling, crew can haul him to the 
boat, hand over hand or using winches. 

None of the tested maneuvers are ideal 
for all circumstances. On a fully-crewed 
raceboat, the Quick Stop can be very 
effective, but for shorthanded cruis-
ers, motoring back to the victim might 
well be the best choice. Some maneu-
vers will work better for certain boats, 
or certain circumstances. For more 
detailed descriptions of each recovery 
routine, see the text and illustrations on 
the adjacent page.
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is much preferred. During testing, the 
optimum Lifesling delivery always in-
cluded passing closely by the victim prior 
to a sharp turn on the final approach. A 
wide turn that leaves the victim in the 
center of circle—as many published il-
lustrations suggest—sharply reduces the 
chance of success.

The Lifesling’s floating poly line should 
not be coiled into its bag. Beginning at 
the point furthest from the float, the line 
should be shoved to the bottom of the 
container. If a snarl occurs during deploy-
ment, it usually can be coaxed out with 
a couple of tugs. If a tack-to-recover type 
maneuver is used, the Lifesling is not de-
ployed until the tack has been completed 
and the return to the victim begun. 

If the Lifesling is deployed using a 
modified Quick Stop (Figure 1, page 
8), there’s a jibe involved and reducing 
speed becomes imperative. Center the 
mainsail early, and as the boat bears off, 
furl or drop the jib. Reducing sail area is 
key, because once the victim slips on the 
horseshoe float, dragging them through 
the water can be fatal. If the jib has already 
been furled or dropped, turning the boat 
to windward and dropping the mainsail 
halyard will stop the boat in its tracks. 
Once the boat is stopped, the victim can 
be hauled or winched in, and a ladder, 
swim step, parbuckle, or halyard can be 
used to bring them back aboard. 

quick stop 
The fully-crewed race boat faces a very 
different challenge. There’s an ample 
number of able crew available, but 
the boat will likely need to be quickly 
slowed down prior to any rescue ma-
neuver. This is especially true of a mod-
ern lightweight racer that simply can’t 
shift from a planing reach to a Quick 

Stop turn in a boat length. Conse-
quently, the first part of their recovery 
maneuver is a counter-intuitive sprint 
away from the victim. Because of this 
inevitable and distressing separation, 
the appeal of locator beacons and di-
rection-finding equipment has gained 
ground among racers, as has harness 
and jackline use. 

power Assist
No extra points are given for rescu-
ing a victim under sail. It’s true that a 
spinning propeller is dangerous, but far 
more lethal is the boat that never gets 
back to the person in the water. Starting 
the engine, keeping it in neutral, and 
after checking for lines in the water, 
using it as needed to help control the 
final approach is prudent seamanship. 
In some shorthanded scenarios, a Lifes-
ling rescue under power may prove to be 
the best option available. Naturally, the 
engine needs to be in neutral as the fi-
nal approach to the victim is made, and 
as soon as contact is made, the engine 
should be shut off.

the finAl ApproAch
All too often, in the rush to quickly return 
to the victim, the boat sails right by the 
person in the water at 3 knots or more, 
making rescue both dangerous and un-
likely. The helmsperson and sailhandlers 
work in conjunction to slow down dur-
ing the final close reach approach to the 
victim, arriving with about a half-knot 
of boat speed. On the ocean, the pitch-
ing moment can kill forward motion 
too soon. Conversely, in flat water, the 
helmsperson must start slowing down 
much sooner. This is why practice should 
take place in all conditions in which the 
vessel will sail. Ideally, a sailboat com-

pletes a rescue maneuver by nudging 
alongside the person in the water, a line 
secures the contact, and he or she scur-
ries aboard on a swim step or ladder. 
More often, however, a rescue quoit, life 
ring, or boat hook is needed to make 
contact. A thrown Lifesling or life ring 
can cover short distances, but if neither 
is available or the distance is greater, 
a rescue quoit like the Marsars 2-in-1 
(reviewed in May 2006), can be put into 
action. Weighted at the end with a float-
ing ball, a rescue quoit is preferred over 
a one-shot throw rope for this purpose 
because it can be more easily re-de-
ployed. Regardless of what device you 
use to make contact, all crewmembers 
should practice its use. 

civiliAn sAilors And midshipmen
Training makes a big difference, and af-
ter observing both the USNA midship-
men and members of the Philadelphia 
Sailing Club execute crew-recovery ma-
neuvers, some important observations 
can be made.

Both groups quickly learned to cover 
the requisite aspects (shout, throw, steer, 
fix) of the recovery drill. The biggest 
common problem was simultaneously 
keeping track of vessel movement, true 
wind direction, and the person in the 
water. Many misjudged the true wind, 
and attempted to return to the victim 
on a deep reach, making slowing down 
impossible. It was interesting to note 
how quickly some of the sailing club 
members adjusted to the J/37’s respon-
sive helm. Its ability to turn on a dime 
surprised sailors accustomed to more 
traditional sailboats. The bottom line: It 
takes a familiarity with close-quarters 
boathandling to place the boat where it 
belongs in MOB maneuvers.

Another important variable noted 
was leadership. The best helmsmen dis-
played both an ability to effectively steer 
and lead, informing the crew what would 
happen next, and who should have a lead 
role in each aspect of the recovery.

One of the key issues stressed by US-
NA’s Rugg was that the practice condi-
tions were optimum, in broad daylight, 
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Ideally, the spotter should have but one 
chore: Keep an eye on the victim.
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flat seas, and fair weather. He also noted 
that because the participants knew the 
exercise was a drill, they didn’t expe-
rience the usual shock and stress. He 
emphasized that only through periodic 
training with a regular crew can you be 
fully prepared for an actual event.

The Philadelphia Sailing Club mem-
bers found that the Quick Stop maneu-
ver—while suited to youthful midship-
men at the Naval Academy and ap-
propriate for many “round-the-buoys” 
sailors—is not always the best bet for 
everyone. On one hand, it keeps the crew 
closer to the person in the water. But it 
requires an abrupt stop, a jibe, and can 
be complicated by double-digit speeds, 
spinnakers and running rigging like 
backstays and preventers. Shorthanded 
mom-and-pop crews are certainly bet-
ter off with a Lifesling. Regardless of the 
recovery process chosen, it’s vital that all 
crew members are on the same page and 
have spent time training together with a 
specific maneuver. 

conclusions
We went into this project hoping to 
find a recovery procedure that could be 
given a “one size fits all” nod of approv-
al. U.S. Sailing favors the Quick Stop. 
For their constituency, sailors aboard 
fully-crewed, highly maneuverable race 
boats, it makes a lot of sense. But even 
the pro racer sees problems when their 
boat speed approaches that of a planing 
Boston Whaler. Under such conditions 
the prospect of an abrupt turn into the 
wind spells big trouble. 

The mom-and-pop crew cringe at the 
thought of the quick tack and impend-
ing jibe just when their crew number has 
been reduced by half. Add to this the 
challenge of coming alongside and nim-
bly getting hold of your partner before 
the bow falls off, and the prospect of be-
ing lost at sea turns into the potential of 
being drowned by the boat. In short, the 
Quick Stop has its merits, but it does not 
rise to the “one size fits all” rescue tech-
nique. That’s why U.S. Sailing’s Training 
Committee includes Reach-Tack-Return 
(Figure 8) maneuvers and under-power 
Lifesling approaches in their textbooks.

The Figure 8 and its tack-to-return 
cousins eliminate the jibe and are eas-

ier to accomplish, especially in 
heavier winds, but there are sev-
eral inherent pitfalls. The most 
significant is the initial necessity 
to sail away from the victim. It’s 
tough enough to minimize this 
dangerous separation in optimal 
conditions. However, in 20-knot 
winds at 0300, keeping the sepa-
ration distance to just a few boat 
lengths is impossible. A two-
minute spinnaker takedown can 
leave a victim a quarter-mile away. 

Each iteration refers to sailing off just 
a couple of boat lengths, but in real life, 
a windy, dark, storm-tossed night at sea 
can tally up more boat lengths of sepa-
ration than desired. Losing sight of the 
person in the water is a big deal and the 
helmsperson must be ready to execute 
the tack in a timely fashion.

A key moment during the “tack-
only” maneuvers occurs when the vessel 
is head-to-wind, midway through the 
tack, and the victim’s location is noted. 
At this point, the helmsperson can care-
fully note the true wind. The most com-
mon problem in all types of recoveries 
is found in the final approach when a 
helmsperson has not maneuvered far 
enough downwind and must approach 
on a beam reach that eliminates the 
ability to de-power the boat. 

The Fast Return and the Deep Beam 
Reach, with all sails up, may be fine in 
lighter winds and flat water, but not in 
heavier conditions. This is why Volvo 
Ocean racers and many other high-ve-
locity ocean racing programs are looking 
closely at electronic beacon technology. 

Vessel design plays a big role. The long 
keel, high directional stability of a classic 
cruiser means it won’t spin on a dime, nor 
will it bleed off boat speed quickly. The 

deep high-aspect ratio foils of a modern 
race boat deliver the nimbleness needed 
for the final approach, and can acceler-
ate and decelerate quickly. However, the 
easy-to-steer race boat may have luff-tape 
sails that are hard to douse and harder to 
keep from going over the side. The bot-
tom line is that each boat differs and how 
a rescue maneuver is implemented must 
take underbody design and deck layout 
into consideration. 

Ultimately, sailors need to test each 
of the alternatives, not just on a light-air 
Sunday afternoon, but at sea in varying 
conditions and at night. A fender lashed 
to a milk crate with a strobe tethered to 
the makeshift Oscar can play the role of 
a person in the water. After these sea tri-
als, settle on the technique that best fits 
the handling characteristics of your boat 
and the skills of your crew. Let each per-
son take a turn at different responsibili-
ties, except of course, the “victim” who is 
sent below to think about what it would 
be like in the water. Finally, recognize 
that preventing an overboard incident 
is the only alternative that comes with 
a back-on-board guarantee.  
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crew overboArd resources online
U.S. SAiling SAfeTy STUdieS: Links to four related safety studies 
offshore.ussailing.org/SAS/General_Information/Safety_Studies.htm

U.S. SAiling MOB lighT TeSTS: A comparison of various personal strobes  
www.ussailing.org/Safety/Studies/overboard_light.asp

SAiling fOUndATiOn CASe hiSTORieS: A sobering account of 105 COB cases  
www.ussailing.org/safety/Studies/lifesling_history.htm

OCeAn CRUiSing ClUB: Man Overboard Drill reprinted from a US. Sailing Study 
www.oceancruisingclub.org/images/stories/Publications/Seamanship/mob.pdf

Getting into the Lifesling while wearing 
a PFD is not so easy. It is even harder 
with the inflatable Lifesling.


